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A Summer Life
Master the Markets by Trading from Home! how I trade for a living "Gary Smith
deals in reality. If you want to really learn to trade for real profits, not hypothetical,
mumbo-back-tested programs, this book is a must. I seldom read market books
anymore, but I read every word of this important book. Get it." -Larry Williams,
author of Long-Term Secrets to Short-Term Trading "How I Trade for a Living is a
remarkable book; truly a treasure trove of market information.. Highly
recommended." -Humphrey E. D. Lloyd, MD, author of Trading S&P Futures &
Options: A Survival Manual and Study Guide "Straight talk from an accomplished
veteran on how to succeed as a full-time trader. Gary Smith recounts the obstacles
he overcame on the road to trading mastery and describes the strategies,
indicators, and insights he used to reach his goals." -Nelson Freeburg, Editor,
Formula Research "It is always valuable to get inside the mind of a successful
trader. Gary Smith does a good job taking you there in a book loaded with useful
tips and helpful hints. A worthy addition to any trader's library!" -Gary B. Smith,
Contributing Editor, The Street.com "In How I Trade for a Living Gary Smith
dispenses a healthy dose of that rarest of all commodities, vicarious experience
from a consistently winning trader. New traders will find great benefit from looking
over Smith's shoulder as he generously shares with the reader the valuable
knowledge he has gained over three decades of trading." -Edward D. Dobson,
President, Traders Press, Inc.

The Afterlife
A collection of eleven short stories focuses on the everyday adventures of Hispanic
young people growing up in Fresno, California. Teacher's Guide available.
Simultaneous.

A Fire in My Hands
Twenty-one poems about growing up in an Hispanic neighborhood, highlighting the
delights in such everyday items as sprinklers, the park, the library, and
pomegranates.

The Pool Party
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Christmas Eve started out so perfectly for Maria. Snow had fallen and the streets
glittered. Maria's favorite cousins were coming over and she got to help make the
tamales for Christmas dinner. It was almost too good to be true when her mother
left the kitchen for a moment and Maria got to try on her beautiful diamond ring . .
. This is the story of a treasure thought to be lost in a batch of tamales; of a
desperate adn funny attempt by Maria and her cousins to eat their way out of
trouble; and the warm way a family pulls together to make it a perfect Christmas
after all. Also available in Spanish as ¡Qué montón de tamales!

The Corrections
Attending college in the hope of escaping their difficult home lives, two MexicanAmerican brothers share ambitious dreams, until the outbreak of the Vietnam War
forces them to choose between fighting or returning to their fields of labor. Reprint.

Pandora
Gary Soto
Rudy Herrera is surprised and excited when he gets an invitation to a pool party.
It's from Tiffany Perez, the richest and most popular girl in school. Rudy's
grandmother, "El Shorty," thinks he is going off to shoot pool. His sister, Estela,
warns him not to make a fool of himself, or worse, embarass her. Rudy's father
teaches him how to make small talk and tells him Tiffany will like him because he's
a real person, not a phony. All Rudy cares about is what to wear, what kinds of
dives to do, and what to bring Tiffany. When the big day arrives, Rudy is in high
spirits. Will he make a big splash at the pool party? From Grandfather "El Shorty"
to Little Rudy, the Herreras are a family who not only live and work together, but
love and enjoy one another. Gary Soto, poet and storyteller, gives young readers a
story of simple pleasures, simply told and simply wonderful.

Jesse
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores
a deceptively simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than an elite few, no
matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to
wise decisions, even predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in
delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki ranges across fields as diverse as popular
culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics, artificial intelligence,
military history, and politics to show how this simple idea offers important lessons
for how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our companies, and think about
our world.

Do You Mind If I Cancel?
Winner of the 2001 National Book Award for Fiction Nominated for the National
Book Critics Circle Award An American Library Association Notable Book Jonathan
Franzen's third novel, The Corrections, is a great work of art and a grandly
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entertaining overture to our new century: a bold, comic, tragic, deeply moving
family drama that stretches from the Midwest at mid-century to Wall Street and
Eastern Europe in the age of greed and globalism. Franzen brings an old-time
America of freight trains and civic duty, of Cub Scouts and Christmas cookies and
sexual inhibitions, into brilliant collision with the modern absurdities of brain
science, home surveillance, hands-off parenting, do-it-yourself mental healthcare,
and the anti-gravity New Economy. With The Corrections, Franzen emerges as one
of our premier interpreters of American society and the American soul. Enid
Lambert is terribly, terribly anxious. Although she would never admit it to her
neighbors or her three grown children, her husband, Alfred, is losing his grip on
reality. Maybe it's the medication that Alfred takes for his Parkinson's disease, or
maybe it's his negative attitude, but he spends his days brooding in the basement
and committing shadowy, unspeakable acts. More and more often, he doesn't
seem to understand a word Enid says. Trouble is also brewing in the lives of Enid's
children. Her older son, Gary, a banker in Philadelphia, has turned cruel and
materialistic and is trying to force his parents out of their old house and into a tiny
apartment. The middle child, Chip, has suddenly and for no good reason quit his
exciting job as a professor at D------ College and moved to New York City, where he
seems to be pursuing a "transgressive" lifestyle and writing some sort of
screenplay. Meanwhile the baby of the family, Denise, has escaped her disastrous
marriage only to pour her youth and beauty down the drain of an affair with a
married man--or so Gary hints. Enid, who loves to have fun, can still look forward to
a final family Christmas and to the ten-day Nordic Pleasurelines Luxury Fall Color
Cruise that she and Alfred are about to embark on. But even these few remaining
joys are threatened by her husband's growing confusion and unsteadiness. As
Alfred enters his final decline, the Lamberts must face the failures, secrets, and
long-buried hurts that haunt them as a family if they are to make the corrections
that each desperately needs.

A Very Stable Genius
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery Honor–winning survival novel
Hatchet with a pocket-sized edition perfect for travelers to take along on their own
adventures. This special anniversary edition includes a new introduction and
commentary by author Gary Paulsen, pen-and-ink illustrations by Drew Willis, and
a water resistant cover. Hatchet has also been nominated as one of America’s bestloved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteen-year-old Brian Robeson,
haunted by his secret knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is traveling by singleengine plane to visit his father for the first time since the divorce. When the plane
crashes, killing the pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is alone in the Canadian
wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet
his mother had given him as a present. At first consumed by despair and self-pity,
Brian slowly learns survival skills—how to make a shelter for himself, how to hunt
and fish and forage for food, how to make a fire—and even finds the courage to
start over from scratch when a tornado ravages his campsite. When Brian is finally
rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges from his ordeal with new
patience and maturity, and a greater understanding of himself and his parents.

Taking Sides
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A Beat Most Anticipated Graphic Novel of Fall 2020 From two bestselling,
prizewinning, and critically acclaimed contemporary chroniclers of San Francisco
comes a rich, illustrated, idiosyncratic portrait of this great city. Gary Kamiya's Cool
Gray City of Love: 49 Views of San Francisco was a #1 bestseller and an award
winner. Now he joins forces with celebrated, bestselling artist Paul Madonna to
take a fresh look at this one-of-a-kind city. Marrying image and text in a way no
book about this city has done before, Kamiya's captivating narratives accompany
Madonna's masterful pen-and-ink drawings, breathing life into San Francisco sites
both iconic and obscure. Paul Madonna's atmospheric images will awe: be amazed
by his astonishing wide-angle drawing for a jaw-dropping new perspective on the
“crookedest street in the world.” And Kamiya's engaging prose, accompanying
each image, offers fascinating vignettes of this incredible city: witness his story of
“Dumpville,” the bizarre community that sprang up in the 19th century on top of a
massive garbage dump. Handsome and irresistible--much like the city it
chronicles--Spirits of San Francisco is both a visual feast and a detailed, personal,
loving, informed portrait of a beloved city.

Petty Crimes
Washington Post national investigative reporter Carol Leonnig and White House
bureau chief Philip Rucker, both Pulitzer Prize winners, provide the definitive
insider narrative of Donald Trump's unique presidency with shocking new reporting
and insight into its implications. "I alone can fix it." So went Donald J. Trump's
march to the presidency on July 21, 2016, when he accepted the Republican
presidential nomination in Cleveland, promising to restore what he described as a
fallen nation. Yet over the subsequent years, as he has undertaken the actual work
of the commander in chief, it has been hard to see beyond the daily chaos of
scandal, investigation, and constant bluster. It would be all too easy to mistake
Trump's first term for one of pure and uninhibited chaos, but there were patterns
to his behavior and that of his associates. The universal value of the Trump
administration is loyalty - not to the country, but to the president himself - and
Trump's North Star has been the perpetuation of his own power, even when it
meant imperiling our shaky and mistrustful democracy. Leonnig and Rucker, with
deep and unmatched sources throughout Washington, D.C., tell of rages and
frenzies but also moments of courage and perseverance. Relying on scores of
exclusive new interviews with some of the most senior members of the Trump
administration and other firsthand witnesses, the authors reveal the forty-fifth
president up close, taking readers inside Robert Mueller's Russia investigation as
well as the president's own hap-hazard but ultimately successful legal defense.
Here for the first time certain officials who have felt honor-bound not to publicly
criticize a sitting president or to divulge what they witnessed in a position of trust
tell the truth for the benefit of history. This peerless and gripping narrative reveals
President Trump at his most unvarnished and exposes how decision making in his
administration has been driven by a reflexive logic of self-preservation and selfaggrandizement - but a logic nonetheless. This is the story of how an unparalleled
president has scrambled to survive and tested the strength of America's
democracy and its common heart as a nation.

Too Many Tamales
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Discusses the life and work of the Mexican American author, including his writing
process, themes, and a critical discussion of his books.

How I Trade for a Living
In a prose that is so beautiful it is poetry, we see the world of growing up and going
somewhere through the dust and heat of Fresno's industrial side and beyond: It is
a boy's coming of age in the barrio, parochial school, attending church, public
summer school, and trying to fall out of love so he can join in a Little League
baseball team. His is a clarity that rings constantly through the warmth and wry
reality of these sometimes humorous, sometimes tragic, always human
remembrances.

Living Up the Street
A collection of short prose pieces by the author of A Summer Life describes the
author's boyhood growing up in the barrio in the 1950s and 1960s, his experience
on the Little League team, and his parochial school life. Reprint.

The Wisdom of Crowds
A blend of oral history and memoir with a good dose of quirky humor, the Tar Heel
Traveler is a celebratory look at the people and places of North Carolina. Mason is
the TV reporter—the Tar Heel Traveler—who journeys across North Carolina
profiling colorful characters and out-of-the-way places.

Blaze of Light
Biography, autobiography, and memoir is among the best ways to teach students
to appreciate nonfiction reading.

Buried Onions
The Mexican American writer is now an adult and ready for marriage and
parenthood in this second installment of the autobiography begun in Living Up the
Street (1985).

Spirits of San Francisco
The coolest cat in the barrio is back! Chato decides to throw a "pachanga for his
friend Novio Boy, who has never had a birthday party, but when it is time to party,
Novio Boy cannot be found.

Facts of Life
A senior at East Fresno High School lives on as a ghost after his brutal murder in
the restroom of a club where he had gone to dance.

The ONE Thing
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When nineteen-year-old Eddie drops out of college, he struggles to find a place for
himself as a Mexican American living in a violence-infested neighborhood of
Fresno, California.

One Kind of Faith
The Instant New York Times Bestseller "From “Family Guy” to his own Instagram
account, Janetti has been behind some of his generation’s greatest comedy. This
book of essays is no exception." — The New York Times Fans of David Sedaris,
Jenny Lawson, and Tina Fey meet your new friend Gary Janetti. Gary Janetti, the
writer and producer for some of the most popular television comedies of all time,
and creator of one of the most wickedly funny Instagram accounts there is, now
turns his skills to the page in a hilarious, and poignant book chronicling the pains
and indignities of everyday life. Gary spends his twenties in New York, dreaming of
starring on soap operas while in reality working at a hotel where he lusts after an
unattainable colleague and battles a bellman who despises it when people actually
use a bell to call him. He chronicles the torture of finding a job before the internet
when you had to talk on the phone all the time, and fantasizes, as we all do, about
who to tell off when he finally wins an Oscar. As Gary himself says, “These are
essays from my childhood and young adulthood about things that still annoy me.”
Original, brazen, and laugh out loud funny, Do You Mind If I Cancel? is something
not to be missed.

Baseball in April and Other Stories
Fourteen-year-old Lincoln Mendoza, an aspiring basketball player, must come to
terms with his divided loyalties when he moves from the Hispanic inner city to a
white suburban neighborhood. Reissue. 40,000 first printing.

Black Hair
An expanded version of A Fire in My Hands, Gary's Soto's acclaimed collection of
poems about growing up Latino, now in paperback.

The Skirt
Real stories. Real teens. Real consequences. A murder in a small Long Island town
reveals the dark secrets lurking behind the seemingly peaceful façade in this latest
installment of the Simon True series. On June 19, 1984, seventeen-year-old Ricky
Kasso murdered Gary Lauwers in what local police and the international press
dubbed a “Satanic Sacrifice.” The murder became the subject of several popular
songs, and television specials addressed the issue of whether or not America’s
teens were practicing Satanism. Even Congress got in on the act, debating Satanic
symbolism in songs by performers like AC/DC and Ozzy Osbourne. “The country is
in crisis!” screamed the pundits. After all, it was the height of the Reagan era and
Nancy Reagan’s “just say no” campaign was everywhere. But what this case
revealed were bigger problems lurking at the heart of suburban America. Ricky
Kasso wasn’t a bad kid, but he was lost. To feel better, he started smoking pot,
moving on from that to PCP and LSD. He ended up living on the streets and
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thinking he had nothing to lose. Gary Lauwers went from being a victim of bullying
to using drugs to fit in, and finally robbery—but then he made the mistake of
stealing from Ricky, and from that moment on, his fate was sealed. A few months
later, Gary went into the woods behind the park with Ricky and two other boys.
Only three of them came out. The subsequent police investigation and
accompanying media circus turned the village upside down. It shattered the image
of an idyllic small town, changed the way neighbors viewed each other, and recast
the War on Drugs.

Living Up the Street
Experiencing first love, dealing with crushes and mending broken hearts are some
of the topics of love and life captured in these beautiful poems, told from the point
of view of young adults of both sexes and diverse ethnicities. Reprint.

Partly Cloudy
In this new collection of poems, Gary Soto once again displays his impressive
poetic range- funny, sad, urbane, nave. He digs deeply into his California
hometown of Fresno and explores the wonder of the everyday in an ever-shifting
world. In Soto's poems, precocious Berkeley dogs practice feng shui, raisins march
out of a factory under the nose of the night watchman, and shirts are ironed "with
the steam of Mother's hate." In the darker second part of the collection, Soto offers
12 "film treatments for David Lynch." What skincrawling delight Lynch could
conjure with the tightwad furniture salesmen who meets his death in a pool "blue
as toilet wash." Then, back from the brink, Soto presents in the final section a
single long poem as graceful and meditative as anything he's written to date.One
Kind of Faithconfirms Gary Soto's immense talent and will bring his voice to an
even wider audience.

The Pop-Up Book of Phobias
A timely new edition of a pioneering work in Latino literature, National Book Award
nominee Gary Soto's first collection (originally published in 1977) draws on
California's fertile San Joaquin Valley, the people, the place, and the hard
agricultural work done there by immigrants. In these poems, joy and anger,
violence and hope are placed in both the metaphorical and very real circumstances
of the Valley. Rooted in personal experiences—of the poet as a young man, his
friends, family, and neighbors—the poems are spare but expansive, with Soto's
voice as important as ever. This welcome new edition has been expanded with a
crucial selection of complementary poems (some previously unpublished) and a
new introduction by the author.

Empire of Sin
A collection of short stories about Mexican American youth growing up in
California's Central Valley.

Hatchet
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The author recalls his childhood in Fresno, California, in the 1950s and 1960s,
recreating the sights, sounds, and smells of his experience in a working-class
Mexican-American community.

Growing Up with a Single Parent
From bestselling author Gary Krist, a vibrant and immersive account of New
Orleans’ other civil war, at a time when commercialized vice, jazz culture, and
endemic crime defined the battlegrounds of the Crescent City Empire of Sin recreates the remarkable story of New Orleans’ thirty-years war against itself, pitting
the city’s elite “better half” against its powerful and long-entrenched underworld of
vice, perversity, and crime. This early-20th-century battle centers on one man:
Tom Anderson, the undisputed czar of the city's Storyville vice district, who fights
desperately to keep his empire intact as it faces onslaughts from all sides.
Surrounding him are the stories of flamboyant prostitutes, crusading moral
reformers, dissolute jazzmen, ruthless Mafiosi, venal politicians, and one extremely
violent serial killer, all battling for primacy in a wild and wicked city unlike any
other in the world.

Chato and the Party Animals
What do Gaby Lopez, Michael Robles, and Cynthia Rodriguez have in common?
These three kids join other teens and tweens in Gary Soto's new short story
collection, in which the hard-knock facts of growing up are captured with humor
and poignance. Filled with annoying siblings, difficult parents, and first loves, these
stories are a masterful reminder of why adolescence is one of the most frustrating
and fascinating times of life.

Tar Heel Traveler
To get the "ratoncitos," little mice, who have moved into the barrio to come to his
house, Chato the cat prepares all kinds of good food: fajitas, frijoles, salsa,
enchiladas, and more.

Lake Success
"From one of the fiercest skirmishes of the Vietnam War to years of seclusion in a
mountain cave, Medal of Honor recipient, Gary Beikirch has faced more than his
fair share of battles and overcome each of them through perseverance and faith.
He inspires readers to do the same"--

Neighborhood Odes
For fans of Gary Soto and Matt de la Peña comes a tale of a contemporary MexicanAmerican family with a "spunky and imaginative heroine" (Publishers Weekly). The
skirt is gone. Miata Ramirez is scared and upset. She brought her forklorico skirt to
show off at school and left it on the bus. It’s not just any skirt. This skirt belonged
to Miata’s mother when she was a child in Mexico. On Sunday, Miata and her dance
group are going to dance forklorico. It’s Friday afternoon. Miata doesn’ t want her
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parents to know she’s lost something again. Can she find a way to rescue the
precious skirt in time? Includes an afterword from the author. "A light, engaging
narrative that successfully combines information on Hispanic culture with familiar
and recognizable childhood themes.A fine read-aloud and discussion starter, this
story blends cultural differences with human similarities to create both interest and
understanding."-SLJ “Light, easy reading . . . offering readers a cast and situations
with which to identify, whatever their own ethnic origins.”—The Bulletin "Soto's
light tale offers a pleasant blend of family ties, friendship and ethnic pride[and
Miata is] a spunky and imaginative heroine."-Publishers Weekly From the
Hardcover edition.

The Acid King
Nonwhite and white, rich and poor, born to an unwed mother or weathering
divorce, over half of all children in the current generation will live in a single-parent
family--and these children simply will not fare as well as their peers who live with
both parents. This is the clear and urgent message of this powerful book. Based on
four national surveys and drawing on more than a decade of research, Growing Up
with a Single Parent sharply demonstrates the connection between family structure
and a child's prospects for success. What are the chances that the child of a single
parent will graduate from high school, go on to college, find and keep a job? Will
she become a teenage mother? Will he be out of school and out of work? These are
the questions the authors pursue across the spectrum of race, gender, and class.
Children whose parents live apart, the authors find, are twice as likely to drop out
of high school as those in two-parent families, one and a half times as likely to be
idle in young adulthood, twice as likely to become single parents themselves. This
study shows how divorce--particularly an attendant drop in income, parental
involvement, and access to community resources--diminishes children's chances
for well-being. The authors provide answers to other practical questions that many
single parents may ask: Does the gender of the child or the custodial parent affect
these outcomes? Does having a stepparent, a grandmother, or a nonmarital
partner in the household help or hurt? Do children who stay in the same
community after divorce fare better? Their data reveal that some of the
advantages often associated with being white are really a function of family
structure, and that some of the advantages associated with having educated
parents evaporate when those parents separate. In a concluding chapter,
McLanahan and Sandefur offer clear recommendations for rethinking our current
policies. Single parents are here to stay, and their worsening situation is tearing at
the fabric of our society. It is imperative, the authors show, that we shift more of
the costs of raising children from mothers to fathers and from parents to society at
large. Likewise, we must develop universal assistance programs that benefit lowincome two-parent families as well as single mothers. Startling in its findings and
trenchant in its analysis, Growing Up with a Single Parent will serve to inform both
the personal decisions and governmental policies that affect our children's--and
our nation's--future.

Living Up The Street
• More than 500 appearances on national bestseller lists • #1 Wall Street Journal,
New York Times, and USA Today • Won 12 book awards • Translated into 35
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languages • Voted Top 100 Business Book of All Time on Goodreads People are
using this simple, powerful concept to focus on what matters most in their personal
and work lives. Companies are helping their employees be more productive with
study groups, training, and coaching. Sales teams are boosting sales. Churches are
conducting classes and recommending for their members. By focusing their energy
on one thing at a time people are living more rewarding lives by building their
careers, strengthening their finances, losing weight and getting in shape,
deepening their faith, and nurturing stronger marriages and personal relationships.
YOU WANT LESS. You want fewer distractions and less on your plate. The daily
barrage of e-mails, texts, tweets, messages, and meetings distract you and stress
you out. The simultaneous demands of work and family are taking a toll. And
what's the cost? Second-rate work, missed deadlines, smaller paychecks, fewer
promotions--and lots of stress. AND YOU WANT MORE. You want more productivity
from your work. More income for a better lifestyle. You want more satisfaction from
life, and more time for yourself, your family, and your friends. NOW YOU CAN HAVE
BOTH — LESS AND MORE. In The ONE Thing, you'll learn to * cut through the
clutter * achieve better results in less time * build momentum toward your goal*
dial down the stress * overcome that overwhelmed feeling * revive your energy *
stay on track * master what matters to you The ONE Thing delivers extraordinary
results in every area of your life--work, personal, family, and spiritual. WHAT'S
YOUR ONE THING?

Chato y su cena
"When his dream of the perfect marriage, the perfect son, and the perfect life
implodes, a Wall Street millionaire takes a cross-country bus trip in search of his
college sweetheart and ideals of youth. Myopic, narcissistic, hilariously selfdeluded and divorced from the real world as most of us know it, hedge fund
manager Barry Cohen oversees $2.4 billion in assets. Deeply stressed by an SEC
investigation and by his 3 year-old-son's diagnosis of autism, he flees New York on
a Greyhound bus in search of a simpler, more romantic life with his old college
sweetheart, whom he hasn't seen or spoken to in years. Meanwhile, reeling from
the fight that caused Barry's departure, his super-smart wife Seema--a driven firstgeneration American who craved a picture-perfect life, with all the accoutrements
of a huge bank account--has her own demons to face"--

The Elements of San Joaquin
Pop-up illustrations capture the nature of common phobias, including the dentist's
drill, heights, flying, and spiders

Small Faces
Pandora is accused of corrupting the world in Greek mythology. Find out how this
came to be in this brilliantly illustrated Greek myth. Pink level for your fluent
reader.
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